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Abstract
Both increases in temperature and changes in precipitation may limit future tree growth, but rising atmospheric CO2 could
offset some of these stressors through increased plant Water Use Efficiency (WUE). The net balance between the negative
impacts of climate change and positive effects of CO2 on tree growth is crucial for ecotones, where increased climate stress
could drive mortality and shifts in range. Here, we quantify the effects of climate, stand structure, and rising CO2 on both
annual tree-ring growth increment and intrinsic WUE (iWUE) at a savanna-forest boundary in the Upper Midwest United
States. Taking a Bayesian hierarchical modelling approach, we find that plant iWUE increased by ~ 16–23% over the course
of the twentieth century, but on average, tree-ring growth increments do not significantly increase. Consistent with higher
iWUE under increased CO2 and recent wetting, we observe a decrease in sensitivity of tree growth to annual precipitation,
leading to ~ 35–41% higher growth under dry conditions compared to trees of similar size in the past. However, an emerging
interaction between summer maximum temperatures and annual precipitation diminishes the water-savings benefit under hot
and dry conditions. This decrease in precipitation sensitivity, and the interaction between temperature and precipitation are
strongest in open canopy microclimates, suggesting that stand structure may modulate response to future changes. Overall,
while higher iWUE may provide some water savings benefits to growth under normal drought conditions, near-term future
temperature increases combined with drought events could drive growth declines of about 50%.
Keywords Water Use Efficiency · Tree growth · Climate sensitivity · CO2 · δ13C

Introduction
Future increases in temperature, changes in precipitation
regimes, and elevated atmospheric C
 O2 have the potential
to drive large shifts in tree growth and distribution (Allen
and Breshears 1998; Scheller and Mladenoff 2008; Reinmann and Hutyra 2017; Nolan et al. 2018). Forecasting these
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responses is difficult, as concurrent changes can have contrasting effects on vegetation, leading to uncertainty over
which systems will benefit, and which will be disadvantaged
by global change. The net effects of divergent environmental changes on trees are particularly critical at ecotone or
biome boundaries, where drought stress, amplified by microclimatic feedbacks could drive severe tree growth declines
and a shifts in distribution (Breshears et al. 2005; Adams
et al. 2009; Allen et al. 2015; Clark et al. 2016; Charney
et al. 2016; Druckenbrod et al. 2019). In contrast to climate
changes, the benefits of increased atmospheric C
 O2 could
alleviate some drought stress, and lead to enhanced tree
growth and biomass (Ainsworth and Long 2005; Norby and
Zak 2011). Quantifying long term responses of tree growth
to joint changes in temperature, precipitation, and CO2 is
critical to forecast future function at biome boundaries.
Enhanced CO2 increases plant Water Use Efficiency
(WUE) and generally stimulates plant biomass at ecosystem scales, but the magnitude and persistence of this effect
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depends on other limiting factors to plant growth, such as
nutrients or climate (Ainsworth and Long 2005; Norby and
Zak 2011; Keenan et al. 2013). Indeed, many global change
researchers seek to answer the question “What will determine the winners and losers in the competition to capitalize
on the sudden increased availability of atmospheric C
 O2?”
13
(Monson 2003). Tree-ring stable δ C isotopes also document a ~ 10–30% increase in intrinsic WUE (iWUE) over
the last century, but paradoxically, the requisite increases in
tree-ring growth are rarely detected (Peñuelas et al. 2011;
Andreu‐Hayles et al. 2011; Silva and Anand 2013; Tognetti
et al. 2014; van der Sleen et al. 2015; Frank et al. 2015;
Fernández‐de‐Uña et al. 2016; Levesque et al. 2017; Hararuk et al. 2019). The reasons for this paradox are widely
debated, highlighting a need to understand how other limiting growth factors, such as climate change (Wyckoff and
Bowers 2010; Granda et al. 2014), interannual variations in
climate (McCarroll and Loader 2004), and stand competition (Fernández‐de‐Uña et al. 2016), modify the long term
effects of increased CO2.
Climate and C
 O2 changes can have potentially competing
effects on tree growth that are especially critical in temperate
savanna-forest ecotones. Increased frequency and intensity
of high temperature drought events (Cook et al. 2015) could
drive reduced radial tree growth (Cook et al. 2015; Clark
et al. 2016; Charney et al. 2016), but rising atmospheric CO2
may reduce stress of drought events by increasing WUE.
Indeed, recent evidence points to reduced tree drought sensitivity in temperate eastern forests and savannas of the US
(Wyckoff and Bowers 2010; Maxwell et al. 2016), a shift
that is consistent with both increased wetting and relative
humidity (Stahle et al. 2020) and with higher iWUE. However, it remains to be seen to what degree rising CO2 alleviates negative impacts of climate change in this region.
Stand structural differences that are often present at ecotones could either amplify or diminish the potential benefits
of increasing WUE, as well as the impacts of climate change
(Chen et al. 1993; Frey et al. 2016; Reinmann and Hutyra
2017). For example, competition in closed forests may lead
to higher climate sensitivity (Fernández-de-Uña et al. 2015),
and a stronger response to increased WUE. Hotter microclimates in open canopy systems (Chen et al. 1993; Frey
et al. 2016), can drive plant stress, resulting in large growth
declines under hotter droughts (Gea-Izquierdo et al. 2009;
Fernández‐de‐Uña et al. 2016; Reinmann and Hutyra 2017),
and can drive physiological responses to light and heat stress
(Litvak et al. 1996; Monson et al. 2016). Growth declines
that lead to increased mortality would have feedbacks that
further open the canopy (Allen and Breshears 1998; Breshears et al. 2005), while forest microclimates buffer trees
from temperature stress and mortality (Adams et al. 2009),
maintaining the closed canopy. Thus, understanding how
stand structure differences can modulate CO2 and climate
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effects could inform forecasts of vegetation across temperate
forest-savanna ecotones, as well as biome boundaries with
differing stand structures across the globe.
Here, we quantify the joint impacts of climate and CO2
on growth and iWUE using tree-ring growth increments and
δ13C from nine sites across a savanna-forest ecotone boundary in North America (Fig. 1a). Using a Bayesian hierarchical
framework, we model both tree growth and intrinsic WUE of
Quercus spp. trees of two different cohorts: those that experienced either low CO2 (established before 1895) or high C
 O2
levels (established after 1895, but before 1950), that are similar in most other aspects (i.e., age, tree size, stand structure).
We address several key questions: 1). Does iWUE increase
with higher CO2 levels? 2). If so, does increased iWUE result
in a detectable increase in radial tree growth? 3). Does higher
iWUE decrease growth sensitivity to precipitation? 4). Do
concurrent changes in temperature have a positive or negative
effect on tree growth? 5). How does stand structure mediate
the joint responses to climate and CO2?
We hypothesize that elevated CO2 increases tree iWUE. If
precipitation is a primary limiting factor to tree growth, then
higher iWUE will provide a water-savings benefit that results
in both lower sensitivity to precipitation and an increase in
overall growth consistent with CO2 fertilization. However, if
high temperatures limit tree growth and outweigh the effects
of increased iWUE, then we expect no change or growth
declines. Finally, we expect that different stand structure
microclimates will modulate growth responses such that
savanna trees are more temperature sensitive because of their
exposed crowns, but forest trees are more precipitation sensitive due to higher tree competition for water. In summary,
increasing WUE over time should decrease precipitation
sensitivity of growth, but higher temperature should have
an increasingly negative effect on growth that is more apparent in savanna systems.

Methods
Study region
Our study region spans the savanna-forest boundary in the
Upper Midwest of North America (Fig. 1a). A sharp boundary between oak savannas and forests was a major feature of
the region in the 1800s (Goring et al. 2016), but today agriculture and forests dominate, though some small savannas
persist. Given this history, future droughts could shift forests to open systems (Scheller and Mladenoff 2008; Frelich
and Reich 2010), but increased iWUE might reduce drought
stress (Wyckoff and Bowers 2010). As such, this is an ideal
study system for understanding how the competing effects of
environmental change play out at across an ecotone.
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Fig. 1  Distribution of nine savanna and forest sites sampled across
geographic and climate space. a Map of sites in the upper midwestern
United States. Background includes biome designations (from Olson
et al., 2001). b Average water year precipitation and the average June

maximum temperatures for each site from 1895 to 2014 (see methods). Error bars represent 95% quantiles. Green circles and brown triangles indicate forests and savannas, respectively

We selected a total of nine sites (five savannas and four
closed forests) situated along an increasing moisture gradient from West to East (Fig. 1a), spanning mean annual
precipitations from 577 to 873 mm (95% CI 372–178 mm)
(Fig. 1b, Table S1). Sites also vary along a North to South
temperature gradient spanning ~ 24.1–26.8 °C (95% CI
21–30 °C) (Fig. 1b, Table S2).
We sampled 1–3 cores from trees > 3 cm DBH, and
censused all trees within a single 15-m radius plot at each
site. This dendroecological sampling minimizes biases
associated with tree size or age common in tree-ring collections for climatic reconstructions, and captures the
range of growth-climate responses (Davis et al. 2009;
Brienen et al. 2012; Babst et al. 2014; Dye et al. 2016;
Klesse et al. 2018). We focus on Quercus spp., as it is one
of the only taxa present in both forest types.

Tree‑ring growth hierarchical sampling design

Tree‑ring growth measurements and crossdating
Cores were dried, mounted with hide glue, sanded, and
visually crossdated. We measured ring widths to the nearest micrometer using a Velmex measuring station and
Tellervo Software (Brewer 2014). Crossdating of wholewood ring widths were statistically tested and verified
using COFECHA, and site summary statistics calculated
using DPLR (Bunn 2010) (Table S1).

The effects of CO2 may diminish with tree age, and trends
in atmospheric C
 O2 concentration covary with ontogenetic
trends in tree growth (Voelker et al. 2006; Brienen et al.
2017b; Hararuk et al. 2019). To account for these biases,
we developed a novel data analysis design that separates
trees into two cohort groups and two stand structure groups
(Table S3). The “Past” cohort consists of trees established
before 1895 (date with earliest available climate data), under
low CO2 conditions (294–310 ppm). The “Modern” cohort
consists of trees established between 1895 and 1950 and
experienced higher C
 O2 conditions (310–400 ppm). With
this grouping, past and modern trees had means of 36 and
27 years, respectively. Subsampling of the dataset yields
some sites with small within-cohort sample sizes (Table S2).
To address this, we compare growth of trees in the modern cohort during the modern time period (1950–2015,
n = 49 trees) to the past cohort during the past time period
(1895–1949, n = 54 trees), and compare savannas (n = 72
trees) and closed forests (n = 31 trees) (Table S2).

Climatic data and preliminary tree ring analysis
Climate data for each site are compiled from the 1895–1980
and the 1981–2014 4 km PRISM data products (PRISM Climate Group, Oregon State University 2004). As there are
no stand level records of climate, and our stands are located
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in relatively low elevation, and flat terrain, extractions of
gridded PRISM data products should adequately represent
our sites. Preliminary static and moving correlations of ring
widths and all monthly temperature, vapor pressure deficit,
and precipitation climate parameters were used to select climatic variables included the tree-ring growth model. Treering growth is strongly positively correlated with water year
precipitation (October–September) and negatively correlated
to June maximum temperature (Fig. S1).
Consistent with observed drought sensitivity changes in
the region (Wyckoff and Bowers 2010; Maxwell et al. 2016),
moving correlation analysis of detrended site chronologies
indicates shifting climate sensitivity over time (Fig. S2).
Regression slopes of spline detrended tree-ring time series
and precipitation also have temporal changes (Figs. S3-4).
However, these comparisons omit the hierarchical structure
of our dataset, have reduced sample sizes for some sites, and
omit other factors affecting growth. We address these issues
with a novel Bayesian model, which leverages hierarchies
in our data, borrows strength across cohorts, and assesses
multiple drivers of growth (Hobbs and Hooten 2015; Dietze
2017).

Bayesian hierarchical model of tree growth
Our hierarchical approach is rooted in the linear aggregate
tree growth model, which identifies climate, tree age, size,
and disturbances as the dominant predictors of annual treering growth (Cook 1990). Similar to previous models of
tree-ring growth (Cook 1990; Ogle et al. 2015), we include
lagged effects of the previous 1–2 years of growth and DBH.
In doing this, we account for trends in tree size and age that
statistical detrending methods target (Voelker et al. 2006;
Bowman et al. 2013; Foster et al. 2016). We chose raw tree
ring widths as our response variable for three reasons: 1.
Absolute tree growth is relevant to carbon uptake, 2. Statistical detrending steps can remove the long term trends
of interest and introduce biases (Freckleton 2002), and 3.
Basal Area Increment still contains some size trends (Bowman et al. 2013).
We include two climate variables with strong correlations
with growth: total water year precipitation and June maximum temperature (Figure S1). We use these climate covariates and their interaction rather than an integrated moisture
index (SPEI, PDSI, VPD, etc.), as this allows us to parse
temperature and precipitation effects. Finally, some climate
shifts occurred over our climate record (Table S2), which
might impact the estimated drought responses (Maxwell
et al. 2016; Helcoski et al. 2019). To reduce the influence of
long term trends in moisture on climate responses, we ran
our analysis using only the years of strong drought across the
time period (based on the top 75% quantiles of June–August
meteorological PDSI for each site and ageclass). This results
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in a total of 1503 records of annual tree growth, split into
1124 years of training data and 379 years of testing data.
We use these results in the main text, but also ran the
growth model with all years, to similar results (Fig. S5). We
assessed model fit and model selection based on the R2 of
predicted tree growth versus held-out observations, Mean
Squared Prediction Error (MSPE), model bias, and Deviance
Information Criterion (DIC) (Table S3).
Each annual observation (i) of log-transformed radial
tree growth for each tree (t) is modeled as a function of
g(𝛼, 𝛽, Precip, DBH, MaxTemp, prev(−1), prev(−2)) , where
Precip is scaled total water year precipitation for the current
growth year, DBH is scaled tree size, MaxTemp is the scaled
June maximum temperatures associated with each observation (i) and tree (t). The climate and DBH covariates are
scaled by the mean and standard deviation of their respective cohort and structure classes. We also explored an interaction between MaxTemp and Precip (MaxTempxPrecip)
(Table S3). The previous 1 and 2 years of tree growth are
lag(-1) and lag(-2) parameters. Random effects for cohort
groups c on all the 𝛽 parameters estimate parameter variation
across cohorts and structures. Since site specific conditions
might affect average tree growth, we include a random intercept for each site (s):

g = 𝛼 s + 𝛽1c × Precipit + 𝛽2c × MaxTempit + 𝛽3c
× MaxTempxPrecipit + 𝛽4c × log(growth − 1)it
+ 𝛽5c × log(growth − 1)it + 𝛽6c × DBH it

(1)

Thus, we estimate the tree growth as a function of g() and
process uncertainty (𝜎p2 ):

log(TrueGrowth)isc ∼ normal(g, 𝜎p2 )

(2)

Random effects allow parameter sensitivity to vary across
cohort (c) while borrowing statistical strength across our
dataset. We fit this model twice to estimate parameter sensitivity across cohorts and stand structure types. For the
first model fit (cohort-only model), cohort (c) classes are
Modern and Past. For the second (structure–cohort model),
cohorts (c) represent the four combinations of age class and
stand structure: “Modern–Savanna”, “Modern–Forest”,
“Past–Savanna”, and “Past–Forest”. The advantage of this
approach is that the 𝛽 random effects group all the trees of
a particular cohort to assess cohort-level differences (pools
information across sites), while the site -level random intercept allows for variation in productivity due to site conditions (pools information across cohorts). Priors for each
cohort (c), and for each site (s) are drawn from global distributions to borrow strength across sites and cohorts.
2
𝛼s ∼ normal(mu𝛼 , 𝜎𝛼s
)
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2
𝛽1−6c ∼ normal(mu𝛽1−6 , 𝜎𝜷1−6c
)

mu𝜷1−6 ∼ uniform(−2, 2)
mu𝛼 ∼ uniform(−2, 2)
𝜎p2 ∼ inverse gamma(0.001, 0.001)
2
𝜎𝛼s
∼ inverse gamma(0.001, 0.001)
2
𝜎𝜷1−6c
∼ inverse gamma(0.001, 0.001)

δ13C and iWUE stable isotopes sampling design
We measured δ13C of α-cellulose and estimated yearly
values for iWUE. δ13C of α-cellulose is recorded during
photosynthesis, and thus is a good proxy for the internal
CO2 concentrations present in the leaf stomata ( Ci) during
carbon assimilation (McCarroll and Loader 2004). High
atmospheric CO2 concentrations can elevate C
 i by increasing ratio of C
 O2 uptake during assimilation (A) relative to
water transpired (gs), driving increases in iWUE.
For each site, we identified ~ 20 years with similar climate
conditions (10 years in each cohort that are most similar
in terms of distance of PC1 and PC2 values of climate) to
sample δ13C α-cellulose from 3 to 5 trees in each cohort
(Table S4). We did this for 5 of our sites (BON, GLL1,
GLL2, MOU, and UNC—see Table S4), resulting in 441
usable δ13C measurements used in the following analysis.
This design allows us to compare δ13C and iWUE in years
of similar climates, in similar sized trees, but under differing
CO2 conditions.
We isolated α-cellulose from latewood following (Leavitt
and Danzer 1993). 13C isotopic ratios were quantified by
α-cellulose combustion in a Thermo DeltaV Advantage with
a Costech 4010 EAS at University of Notre Dame Center for
Environmental Science and Technology. Standard deviation
for internal standards was ± 0.295 ‰. We use delta notation
(δ13C) to indicate the ratio relative to the Vienna Pee Dee
Belemnite global standard (‰ VPDB).
All δ13C estimates reported and modelled here are corrected for the Suess effect (Suess 1955), which accounts
for recent changes in plant δ13C due to changes in atmospheric CO2 δ13C due to burning of fossil fuels (McCarroll
and Loader 2004). iWUE is estimated using δ13C values and
atmospheric CO2 concentrations (ca) from composite Mauna
Loa observations and ice cores (Keeling et al. 2001). iWUE
is determined using the following equation (as in Farquhar
et al., 1982):

iWUE =

c − ci
c (b − Δ13 C)
A
= a
= a
gs
1.6
1.6(b − a)

(3)

where a and b are the diffusion and Rubisco carboxylation
fractionation factors (4.4 and 27 ‰), respectively. Δ13 C is
isotopic discrimination, from measured δ13C atmospheric
CO2 (δ13Catm) (Keeling et al. 2001) and δ13C of plant material (δ13Cplant) (Farquhar et al. 1982):

Δ13 C =

𝛿 13 Ca − 𝛿 13 Cplant
1+

𝛿 13 Cplant

= a + (b − a)(ci ∕ca )

(4)
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Model selection and model description: iWUE
and δ13C
We developed statistical models of WUE and δ13C that
account for many of the non-CO2 factors can affect plant
physiology. Specifically, interannual variations in high temperatures may decrease stomatal conductance (gs), and modify increases in iWUE (Granda et al. 2014; Guerrieri et al.
2019). Trends in δ13C and iWUE can also reflect moisture
(Levesque et al. 2017), tree size/age (Brienen et al. 2012;
Vadeboncoeur et al. 2020), and stand structure (Granda
et al., 2014). We model iWUE and δ13C as a function of
climate, tree size, and stand structure. We include random
intercepts 𝛼c representative of “baseline” iWUE and δ13C for
each c cohort, and cohort-level random slopes 𝛽1−3c on total
precipitation (Precip), Maximum June temperature (MaxTemp), and tree size (DBH). As with the growth model, we
fit a cohort-only and a cohort–structure model.

iWUEic ∼ normal(g(𝛼, 𝛽, Precip, DBH, MaxTemp)), 𝜎p2 )
𝛿 13 Cic ∼ normal(g(𝛼, 𝛽, Precip, DBH, MaxTemp)), 𝜎p2 )
g = 𝛼c + 𝛽1c × Precipi + 𝛽2c ∗ MaxTempi + 𝛽3c ∗ DBH i
2
𝛼c ∼ normal(mu𝛼 , 𝜎𝛼c
)
2
𝛽1−3c ∼ normal(mu𝛽1−3 , 𝜎𝛽1−3c
)

mu𝛽1−3 ∼ uniform(−2, 2)
mu𝛼 ∼ unform(−2, 2)
𝜎p2 ∼ inverse gamma(0.001, 0.001)

13
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◂Fig. 2  Coefficient estimates for tree ring growth models for cohort

only (left panels; a, c, e, g, i, k, m) and cohort–structure models (right panels; b, d, f, h, j, l, m) for modern and past savanna
and forest sites. a, b Plot-level random intercepts; c, d Precipitation sensitivity; e, f Maximum temperature sensitivity; g, h
Temperature*Precipitation sensitivity; i, j Effect of previous year’s
growth (lag-1 sensitivity); k, l Effect of the growth 2 years prior (lag
2 sensitivity); m, n Effect of DBH. Circles indicate mean estimates,
bars are 95% credible intervals

2
𝜎𝛼c
∼ inverse gamma(0.001, 0.001)
2
𝜎𝛽1−3c
∼ inverse gamma(0.001, 0.001)

After accounting for tree size, stand structure, and climate ( 𝛽1−3c ), the cohort differences between intercepts (𝛼c )
represent the baseline differences in iWUE and δ13C likely
resulting changing atmospheric CO2.

Model implementation
Both the tree ring and stable isotope models were run for
275,000 MCMC iterations, thinning period of 15, and
three chains, leaving posterior 18,334 MCMC samples.
Convergence was determined based on visual inspection of
mcmc plots and Gelman-Ruben diagnostic statistics (Gelman and Rubin 1992). All models were run in R using the
rjags package (Plummer 2016).

Future climate scenarios
We quantified a wide range of possible future climate conditions using a the mulitmodel ensemble of Climate Model
Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) projections (Table S7)
(Reclamation 2013). We extracted the bias-corrected and
statistically downscaled 1/8 degree resolution projections
of maximum temperature and precipitation for our study
sites, and summarized over the time periods 2025–2049,
2050–2075, and 2075–2099. Representative concentration
pathways (RCP) 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5 capture the range
from low to high continued emissions and land-use scenarios. We use the range of future June maximum temperature and annual precipitation to characterize potential
future conditions. To explore the consequences of future
conditions, we evaluate posterior predictive responses o
tree growth and the relative change in tree growth across
historical temperature range (21–31 degrees C) under high
(950 mm) and low (515 mm) annual precipitation values.

Results
Tree growth model
The cohort-only random effects and the structure–cohort
random effects models both track observed growth
(cohort-only model R 2 = 0.729; structure–cohort model
R 2 = 0.739) (Fig. S6 A-B), and capture interannual and
site level differences observed in the raw data (Fig. S7).
Although adding structure effects to the model only marginally improves model fit, we discuss the results of both
models below, as the structure–cohort model provides a
more detailed assessment of factors affecting tree growth.
Site-level random intercepts show differences in mean values of predicted tree-ring growth (Fig. 2a, b, Table S3),
but are not well explained by factors such as temperature,
precipitation, average tree size, number of species, or saturated hydraulic conductivity, or soil water content.

Are there changes in precipitation sensitivity
over the twentieth century?
Past tree growth in both savannas and forests is positively
related to total annual precipitation, with a β precip sensitivities of 0.111 (95% CI 0.06–0.17) and 0.129 (95%
CI 0.02–0.24), respectively (Fig. 2c, d, Table S3). In
contrast, modern trees are not significantly sensitive to
precipitation in either savannas (βprecip = 0.014, 95% CI
− 0.06–0.09) or closed forests (β precip = 0.029, 95% CI
− 0.08–0.14) (Fig. 2c, d, Table S3), representing a 69%
(95% CI 24–116%) decrease in βprecip sensitivity (Fig.
S8C). This decline is stronger in savannas than in closed
forests (Fig. 2d, Fig. S13). Conditioned on means for all
other covariates, the decreased precipitation sensitivity in
the modern cohort results in a growth benefit under low
precipitation conditions of about 20% (95% CI 3–34%)
in savannas and 33% (95% CI − 3–99%) in closed forests
(Fig. S13).

Do higher temperatures have a negative effect
on tree growth?
June maximum temperature negatively affects tree growth
in the cohort only model, with a past β tmax of -0.072
(95% CI − 0.11–0.03) and modern β tmax of -0.076 (95%
CI − 0.14–0.01) (Fig. 2e, f, Table S3). But, the modern
cohort has an interaction between maximum temperature
and precipitation (Fig. 2g, h, Table S3), such that high
temperatures negatively impact growth at low precipitations, but positively affect growth when precipitation
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Does increased CO2 over the twentieth century
result in increases in tree growth?
On average, we do not detect significant differences in the
posterior predicted tree growth across cohorts, with average tree growth for the past cohort at 1.37 mm/year (95%
CI 0.36–3.56 mm/year) and 1.68 (95% CI 0.319–4.93 mm/
year) for the modern cohort (Fig. S8B). There are no significant differences in average growth between modern
and past cohorts across stand structure (Fig. S12), though
modern forests may be trending towards increased growth
with ~ 1 mm higher average growth than past forests.

WUE and δ13C models
Fig. 3  Effect of June maximum temperature (Tmax) on tree growth
conditioned on precipitation, and mean values for all covariates. The
interaction is significant for the modern cohort, but not for the past
cohort

surpasses ~ 800 mm/year, which only occurs in < 10% of
the years in our dataset (Fig. 3).
The negative effect of June maximum temperature on tree
growth persists across all stand structures and cohorts. Past
savannas and forests have a βtmax of − 0.073 (95% CI − 0.13
to − 0.02) and − 0.094 (95% CI − 0.19 to − 0.01), respectively (Fig. 2F, Table S3). Modern savannas and forests have
similar sensitivities, with βtmax of -0.054 (95% CI − 0.12
to 0.01) and -0.081 (95% CI − 0.18–0.03), respectively.
The precipitation and temperature interaction is strongest
in modern savanna stand structures (βtmax = 0.064 (95% CI
0.01–0.12)) (Fig. 2g, h, Table S3, Fig. S14).

Effects of previous years’ growth on tree growth
For both models, lag-1 parameters exert a strong positive effect on tree growth across stand structures and age
classes (Past Savanna βlag-1 = 0.578 (95% CI 0.48–0.68),
Modern Savanna βlag-1 = 0.489 (95% CI 0.37–0.59), Past
Forest βlag-1 = 0.513 (95% CI 0.41–0.62), Modern Forest
βlag-1 = 0.55 (95% CI 0.37–0.74)) (Fig. 2i, j, Table S3).
For both the cohort only and the structure–cohort models,
the lag-2 autocorrelation parameters vary such that modern trees are more strongly correlated to growth two years
prior compared to their past counterparts, and savanna systems have higher lag-2 parameter estimates overall (Past
Savanna βlag-2 = 0.216 (95% CI 0.12–0.31), Modern Savanna
βlag-2 = 0.387 (95% CI 0.29–0.51), Past Forest βlag-2 = 0.129
(95% CI 0.05–0.27), Modern Forest βlag-2 = 0.232 (95% CI
0.04–0.4)) (Fig. 2k, l, Table S3). Finally, tree diameter generally has a positive effect on tree growth in both the cohortonly and cohort–structure models (Fig. 2m, n, Table S3).
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The cohort-only random effects and the structure–cohort
models of iWUE both captured the observed values of
iWUE (cohort-only model R2 = 0.349; structure–cohort
model R2 = 0.386) (Fig. S10). The δ13C cohort-only model
has high prediction error in reconstructing observed δ13C
(R2 = 0.086), but the structure–cohort model improves prediction (R2 = 0.196) (Fig. S11). Due to poor δ13C cohort-only
model fit (Fig. S11), we focus on the results of iWUE and
δ13C cohort–structure models in the main text, but report the
cohort-only models in Table S5.

Does WUE increase with increased atmospheric CO2?
Predicted iWUE increases by about 23.1% in closed forests
between the modern and past cohorts, but only increases
by 16.4% in open savanna sites (Fig. S8A). Baseline iWUE
increases are also smaller in savannas, with a 12.8% increase
(95% CI 8.6–17.5%), compared to closed forests, which
increased by 21% (95% CI 12.3–30.9%) (Fig. 4b). Baseline δ13C values support this pattern; closed forests baseline δ13C became more negative by 0.99‰ (95% CI − 1.72
to − 2.8‰), while open savannas became less negative by
0.23‰ (95% CI − 0.13–0.59‰) in baseline δ13C (Fig. 4a,
Table S5). However, past savanna δ13C is much more negative than that of past closed forests (δ13Csavanna = − 24.894
‰ (95% CI − 25.23 to − 24.55‰), δ13Cforest = − 23.119‰
(95% CI − 22.53 to − 23.53‰)), and iWUE is higher in past
savannas compared to closed forests, indicating that stand
structure is a strong modifier of physiological responses
(Fig. 4a, b).

Physiological effects of climate and tree size
on estimated δ13C and iWUE
Precipitation has slight negative effect on δ13C, but the
95% CI of βprecip overlaps with zero in most structure and
cohort groups (Fig. 4c, Table S5). Precipitation effect on
iWUE is overlapping with 0 for estimates across all stand
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Fig. 4  Cohort–structure model
estimates for δ13C (left column)
and iWUE (right column)
models. a, b Baseline α coefficients, c, d precipitation effect,
e, f June maximum temperature
effect, g, h tree diameter (DBH)
effect
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structure and cohort types (Past Savanna βprecip = − 0.706
(95% CI − 4.1–1.86), Modern Savanna βprecip = 1.044
(95% CI − 0.53–2.68), Past Forest βprecip = 0.592 (95%
CI − 3.72–4.65), Modern Forest βprecip = 2.52 (95% CI
− 1.13–9.64)) (Fig. 4d, Table S5). A significant positive
response of δ13C to June maximum temperature occurs in
the modern open savanna cohort (βtmax = 0.128 (95% CI
0.01–0.26)), possibly due to stomatal closure under high
temperatures (Fig. 4e, Table S5). This results in a negative
temperature effect on iWUE in modern savanna systems
(βtmax = − 2.47 (95% CI − 4.29 to − 0.79)(Fig. 4f). Finally,
tree diameter had little effect on estimates of iWUE, with
the exception of Modern savanna systems (2.976 95% CI
1.28–4.78), likely because we focused on trees of similar
size (20–40 cm) in isotope analyses (Fig. 4g, h, Table S5).

Growth responses under future climate
Projections from CMIP5 show modest warming
of ~ 1.5–28 °C in the near future (2025–2049), with high
interannual, intermodal, and rcp scenario variation (range:
20.5–37 °C) (Fig. 5a). Posterior predictive distributions of
tree growth based on in-sample historical climate space
indicate that effects of high future temperatures will depend
strongly on stand structure and precipitation (Fig. 5b–e).
When precipitation is higher than the historical averages
(975 mm), high temperatures result in ~ 20% growth decline
in forests, but with high uncertainty (95% CI − 54–42%)
(Fig. 5d). Savannas also have high uncertainty under these
conditions, but show smaller changes, (95% CI – 25–46%).
However, in dry conditions (annual precipitation = 515 mm)
and high temperatures, tree growth declines are predicted for
both forests and savannas. Savannas have a much stronger
negative response to temperature, with  − 34% (95% CI − 47
to − 23%) decreases in tree growth (Fig. 5e).
Projected temperatures increase by ~ 2.5 °C by
2050–2074, and by 2075–2099, projected temperatures
increase by ~ 3 °C, to 29.4–30.5 °C (Range 22.2–40.9 °C).
With many projected temperatures falling outside of the historical range (Fig. 5a), it is difficult to quantify the impacts
on tree growth without extrapolating. However, general
trends of tree growth declines indicate that higher temperatures will have a large negative effects on growth (Fig. 5).

Discussion
We document increases in iWUE and decreases in drought
sensitivity that are consistent with a positive effect of C
 O2
on tree function in the Upper Midwest, but these changes do
not result in detectable increases in tree growth. The potential benefits of iWUE do not translate to tree growth, as tree
growth is limited by an interaction between precipitation and
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temperature in the modern cohort, which causes declines of
up to ~ 50% growth under hot and dry conditions (Fig. 5).
This effect is strongest in savannas, indicating that stand
structure can amplify responses to climate change.

WUE increases, but does not increase tree growth
iWUE increased by 16–23% over the past century, but does
not result in a detectable net increase in radial tree growth.
This is consistent with tree ring iWUE evidence from across
the globe, which estimate increases of ~ 15–30% over the
twentieth century, but rarely report concurrent increases tree
growth (Peñuelas et al. 2011; Andreu‐Hayles et al. 2011;
Tognetti et al. 2014; van der Sleen et al. 2015; Frank et al.
2015; Fernández‐de‐Uña et al. 2016; Giguère-Croteau et al.
2019; Guerrieri et al. 2019). In jointly modelling the effects
of CO2 and climate on tree-ring growth and physiological
responses, we gain insight into possible mechanisms for
why increases in iWUE do not lead to changes in tree-ring
growth (Fig. S8B). Below, we discuss possible reasons for
this paradox supported by our analysis: decreased precipitation sensitivity, higher temperature stress, and correlation
with previous years’ growth.

Precipitation sensitivity shifts consistent
with benefits of higher iWUE
Reduced precipitation sensitivity observed here is consistent with previous evidence from the region (Wyckoff
and Bowers 2010; Maxwell et al. 2016). This reduction is
hypothesized to be due to higher C
 O2 and iWUE, or a result
of increased iWUE due to more moist climatic conditions
(Maxwell et al. 2016; Levesque et al. 2017). Declining precipitation sensitivity is consistent both overall (Fig. S5),
and during the driest years (Fig. 2), which were modeled
to reduce the potential effect of recent pluvial conditions.
Though, effects of long-term moisture trends are difficult to
quantify and may still play a role in shifting drought sensitivity. Regardless of the cause, lower precipitation sensitivity
yields non-trivial growth benefits in dry conditions. Conditioned on other covariates, lower precipitation sensitivity
provides savannas a ~ 45% increase in growth during dry
years and a ~ 30% increase in closed forests (Fig. S13). However, these effects are strongly context dependent, which is
likely why there are no detectable increases in annual tree
growth overall (Figs. 5 and S5).
We also document the rising importance of previous years’ growth on annual growth increment, which we
hypothesize could also be a product of feedbacks between
growth and changes in carbon allocation with elevated
iWUE. High CO2 conditions promote allocation to nonradial growth tissues (Zweifel and Sterck 2018; Kannenberg et al. 2019) that are not observable using tree-ring data
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Fig. 5  Predicted effects of climate changes on tree growth of
forest and savanna trees. a Past,
modern, and future June maximum temperatures projected by
CMIP5 models under rcps 2.6,
4.5, 6.0, and 8.5. b, c Posterior
predicted tree-growth responses
to June tmax under low and
high precipitation (515 mm
and 950 mm) for b forests and
c savannas, holding all other
covariates at mean values. d,
e. Percent difference in tree
growth relative to the regional
median temperature (26 °C)
condition, for d forests and c
savannas
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alone. For example, increased C
 O2 can drive enhanced root
or leaf production to improve resource acquisition (Norby
and Zak 2011) and drive non-structural carbohydrate production (Wullschleger et al. 1992), both of which could have
lagged effects on tree growth (Zweifel and Sterck 2018;
Kannenberg et al. 2019). Lagged effects are also observed
elsewhere in confers, and could result from changes in leaf/
needle turnover and growth, antecedent climate, and limited opportunity to use stored carbon (Littell et al. 2008).
Antecedent climate conditions, such as recent pluvial conditions (Helcoski et al. 2019), and drought legacies (Ogle
et al. 2015; Szejner et al. 2018), could be driving increased
lagged effects, as well as the reduced precipitation sensitivities. Regardless of underlying mechanism, large lagged
effects would compound growth declines under multi-year
drought events or amplify growth increases under multi-year
pluvial events.

Summer temperature has an increasing impact
on growth, iWUE, and δ13C
Our hierarchical model shows that while elevated CO2 and
iWUE relieves moisture limitations under specific contexts (Fig. S13), these positive effects are overwhelmed by
increased temperature stress. Under hot and wet conditions,
modern trees have either equal or slightly increased growth
compared to similar trees in the past, but suffer substantially greater growth declines under hot and dry conditions
(Fig. 3). Limitation by higher summer temperatures could
help explain why increased CO2 and iWUE do not result
in the expected overall increases in tree growth (Farquhar
et al. 1982; Ainsworth and Long 2005). Indeed, elevated
CO2 experiments show that limiting factors can diminish the
effects of enhanced CO2 (Ainsworth and Long 2005; Finzi
et al. 2006). Recent evidence also suggests that reduced stomatal conductance in dry conditions may drive recent iWUE
changes in the Eastern US (Guerrieri et al. 2019), and high
temperatures are increasingly cited as drivers of tree growth
declines and mortality (Breshears et al. 2005; Adams et al.
2009; Allen et al. 2015).
Shifts in the temperature sensitivities of δ13C and iWUE,
particularly in modern savannas, provide additional physiological evidence for increased temperature limitations on
carbon assimilation. Low moisture and high temperature
stress can either drive water loss, xylem cavitation, or drive
stomatal closure and reduced photosynthesis (Zhou et al.
2013). Extended stomatal closures can limit both carbon
assimilation and conductance, leading to increased δ13C signatures as discrimination decreases (Farquhar et al. 1982).
The heightened δ13C and iWUE sensitivity to temperatures
in modern savannas (Fig. 4e, f) could indicate stomatal closure under temperature-induced drought stress, identifying a
candidate physiological mechanism driving the temperature
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and precipitation interaction in the growth model. This interaction is consistent with the well documented role that rising
temperatures and increased Vapor Pressure Deficit (VPD)
plays driving reductions in tree growth and forest productivity (Adams et al. 2009; Williams et al. 2020). If modern
cohort responses are any indication of future responses in
the region, then elevated temperature and VPD stress, not
elevated precipitation or CO2, will be the dominant constraint on tree growth and physiology in the future.

Stand structure modulates climate
and physiological responses
Stand structure strongly shapes the recent changes in climate
sensitivity and iWUE. Savannas had higher growth, δ13C,
and iWUE sensitivities to temperature, consistent with both
previous work showing physiological responses to different
light and microclimate conditions (Litvak et al. 1996; Monson et al. 2016; Frey et al. 2016; Reinmann and Hutyra 2017)
and our hypothesis that open canopy microclimates create
hotter and drier conditions that amplify negative effects
temperature. However, this contrasts studies showing that
competition at high tree densities leads to growth declines
and mortality (Gea-Izquierdo et al. 2009; Fernández-de-Uña
et al. 2015). Our analysis highlights that differences between
savanna and forest climate sensitivity have become more
pronounced over time, and that future temperature increases
will have adverse physiological and growth effects in open
canopy microclimates.

Future growth responses
Whether the hypothesized benefits of high CO2 and iWUE
can offset negative impacts of climate change is a key uncertainty in future distribution and carbon balance in terrestrial
systems (Friedlingstein et al. 2013). Here, we show that the
benefits of higher iWUE could improve Quercus spp. growth
under cool and dry climate conditions (Fig. S13, Fig. 5).
However, we also see substantial growth declines under
hot and dry conditions, indicating that futures temperature
will drive future regional responses (Fig. 5). Furthermore,
increased reliance on previous years’ growth observed here
could amplify negative impacts of high temperatures.
If the extensive tree-growth declines projected here
lead to tree mortality, then more frequent and hotter future
droughts (Clark et al. 2016) could lead to shifts in distribution of open and closed systems both here (Iverson et al.
2008; Adams et al. 2009; Frelich and Reich 2010), and
worldwide (Anadón et al. 2014; Moncrieff et al. 2016).
While reduced growth does not necessarily result in mortality, the conditions driving growth declines here (high
temperature, low precipitation) are the same stressors that
drive both xylem damage in Quercus spp. and tree mortality
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(Breshears et al. 2005; Adams et al. 2009; Allen et al. 2015).
Hotter droughts may trigger tree mortality faster than cool
droughts and could drive rapid tree die-off (Adams et al.
2009; Allen et al. 2015). Mortality could further open the
canopy, creating a “death spiral” that increases tree stress
and mortality (Franklin et al. 1987; Allen and Breshears
1998; Breshears et al. 2005). Thus, there is urgent need to
quantitatively forecast changes in tree-growth and physiology, such as those documented here, and how they scale up
to population changes in tree mortality, community dynamics, and ecosystem-scale feedbacks.

Conclusions
While the changes in iWUE and CO2 that occurred during the twentieth century did not result in a detectable net
increase in radial tree growth in the Midwestern US, we
document both altered growth responses to climate and
increased autocorrelation in tree-ring growth. Although
there is reduced precipitation stress across the region, these
same trees now experience greater stress, resulting in large
tree growth declines as temperatures rise. These effects are
strongest in open savannas, indicating that canopy microclimatic feedbacks are important modifiers of climate change
responses. Interactive effects between temperature and precipitation in different canopy microclimates are often not
explored extensively when forecasting tree-ring growth
responses, but could make systems vulnerable to future
vegetation shifts.
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